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The Blockchain security
Company

C O M PA NY

XAFER leads the transition to the future as a pioneer
company in the field of Blockchain technology applied
to security systems.
We have created the reference multinational for your
antitheft security..
We achieved this by designing and manufacturing
a complete range of 3.0 antitheft systems
that are fantastic and easy to use.

DESIGNING A XAFER WORLD

XAFER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

XAFER sells its products all over the world
by spreading MADE IN ITALY design and
quality, and by placing people and their
need for safety at the center of every
action. Our mission confirms “Our daily
commitment is to create security solutions that are universally accessible
and improve the lives of people around
the world. “

We have not only thought about the safety and well-being of people, but we have
also dedicated ourselves to the well-being
of our Planet, by creating sustainable industrial processes, which involve the use
of recyclable compounds, injection molds
and die-casting systems. Our company offices install photovoltaic systems and we
encourage the use of electric cars.
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Xafer idea
SECURITY FOR EVERYONE
Our range of security systems can be
adapted to any need thanks to maximum
flexibility in terms of technology and design. Blockchain technology guarantees
the highest level of security.

TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL SUPPORT

EASY TO USE

Xafer is always at the client’s side by
means of a large network of technicians
and suppliers. We offer constant technical and commercial support as well as
an accurate sales and after-sales service. Training takes place constantly and
free of charge by means of face-to-face
courses and E-Learning services, thanks
to XAFER ACADEMY.

We have also invested in high-tech solutions based on LTE/4G connectivity, but
very easy to use. We offer solutions designed for the people who need to use
them every day. With one click you have
everything at your fingertips, especially
your safety.
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Why Xafer
DESIGN
Design made in italy. Customization.
XAFER is the first Italian company in the
antitheft field that really believes in the
value of “MADE IN ITALY” design. The utmost attention to detail and the choice of
quality materials such as glass, offer great
aesthetic quality to our products, allowing
a very high level of customization. The
aesthetic lines of the products allow them
to adapt to any furnishing style. Design by
joDorsi awarded by the Association for Industrial Design (ADI INDEX) 2021 edition
and candidate for the prestigious Compasso d’Oro award.
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W H AT D O YO U C H O O S E W H E N YO U C H O O S E X A F E R?

SAFETY
Smartness 3.0. The first fog cannon with Blockchain certification.
The safety of devices connected to a
Cloud is constantly threatened by ingenious hacking techniques. In order to solve
this increasingly current issue, we have
equipped our fog cannons with the same
Blockchain security technology used in the
most famous cryptocurrencies. Imagine
sending an ignition command from your
smartphone to the XAFER fog cannon. At
the same time, an inviolable certificate is
generated and copied thousands of times

in the Blockchain, in order to guarantee its
authenticity and accuracy. The Xafer fog
cannon receives the command from the
Cloud, but before carrying out the task,
it performs an automatic double check,
searching the Blockchain network for the
authenticity certificate. Therefore, Xafer
security systems are the first and only
BCoT (Blockchain of Things) antitheft fog
cannon devices.
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W H AT D O YO U C H O O S E W H E N YO U C H O O S E X A F E R?

Why Xafer
CONNECTIVITY
(X)Safer. Smart. Connected.
Xafer is the first company in the field of
antitheft fog cannons to integrate LTE/4G
mobile connectivity into the electronic
controller. Thanks to a virtual SIM already integrated in each device, mobile
connectivity allows ultra-secure data
transmission in all countries around the
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FLEXIBILITY
Optimized performance.
world. This means that the proprietary
XAFER network is separated from the
client’s data network. And also, thanks
to the Z-WaveTM wireless technology, our
antitheft fog cannons are already set to
communicate with all the other devices
in your smart home system.

Our security devices are able to adapt to
your needs thanks to flexible remote mapping. We therefore offer you flexible and
dynamic products that are always ready to
face new challenges.
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W HY X A F E R

We protect your premises

TRADITIONAL ALARM SYSTEMS

900 sec

XFOG is a proactive system that acts
rapidly and in complete safety thanks to
Blockchain technology.
As soon as the thief tries to break into
your home or business, the premise protected by XFOG, is filled with a thick fog
that blocks visibility. The thief will have no
choice but to run away.
You can’t steal, if you can’t see!

Do you have a traditional alarm system
and believe you are safe? You must know
that your alarm system is not enough to
prevent a theft. The thieves are aware that
law enforcement and security forces need
at least 15 minutes to arrive at the scene
of the theft. This is why they ignore sirens
and cameras very often and escape in
time with the stolen goods.
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20 sec

XAFER FOG CANNONS
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Antitheft fog cannons
Blockchain technology

P R O D U CT S

XAFER fog cannons are the first IoT fog systems
with Blockchain communication validation, integrated
LTE/4G communication board and continuous
connection to the XafyCloud supervisor.

Burglary

20 sec

The device is able to saturate premises from 1 to 280 square meters
with a very dense antitheft fog in just 60 seconds

10-45 min

Visibility is reduced to few centimeters
It works even in the absence of power, thanks to the backup batteries
Autonomy of several shots thanks to its own Xmartbag with Blockchain
certified and authenticated liquid
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P R O D U CT S

Models

Speed

1to 25 mq
60 sec

Premises

from

Premises

Speed
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from

1to 140 mq
60 sec

Speed

1to 70 mq
60 sec

Premises

from

Premises

Speed

from

1to 280 mq
60 sec
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Xafer Design
Collection

P R O D U CT S

XAFER fog cannon is a highly technological and design object. Amazing color effects guarantee maximum adaptability to
your environment.
Choose from the many designs and materials available to you.

TECH collection

with polycarbonate front

GLASS collection

with glass front

STONE collection

with stone front

WOOD collection

with wooden front
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XAFER TEAM

Experience gives us an additional
competitive advantage
Chief Executive Officer
Rudi Foini

Security - Production Team Leader
Igor Zecchinato
Pyrotechnic - Production Team Leader
Milena Marciale

Chief Financial Officer
Martina Guiotto

Chief Operating Officer
Massimo Rizzieri
Chief Marketing Officer
Ilenia Flaim

Production Team
Riccardo Carta

Security - Order and Procurement
Antonio Ferro

Security - VP International Sales
Marco Bortolus

Production Team
Giovanni Giustetto

Security - Order and Procurement
Merima Dervisevic

Pyrotechnic - VP International Sales
Maria Grazia Gerbaudo

Production Team
Massimo Battiato

Pyrotechnic - Order and Procurement
Consuelo Vigada

Sales Manager Italy
Angelo Ricciardone

Production Team
Raffaele Locuratolo

Purchasing Manager
Monica Alforno

Sales Manager Italy
Andrea Folgheraiter

Production Team
Dorina Avramo

Human Resources
Haymo Foini

Sales Manager Italy
Marco Pezzotta

Production Team
Barbara Militello
Production Team
Bouchaib Hamidallah

XAFER’s greatest asset is our global workforce:
the men and women who work hard to offer our
clients never seen products and services.
Having a skilled, competent and multi-year
experienced workforce is essential to our continuous
success. We give our best to create a culture
that supports our employees to develop through
experiences, coaching and training and become
a high performing team.
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Pyrotechnic - Chief Technology Officer
Francesco Armigliato

Production Team
Giulia Strati

Security - Chief Technology Officer
Roberto Trentini

Production Team
Rosaria Celli

R&D Manager
Giulio Fissore

Production Team
Franca Lione

R&D Manager
Pasqualino Luzza

Production Team
Mohammed El Hariri

R&D Manager
Francesco Bauducco

Production Team
Gianmario Cappello
Production Team
Mario Strati
Production Team
Bruno Gaudino
Production Team
German Sanchez
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HEADQUARTER
XAFER GROUP SRL
Via Olivetti 4
39055 Laives
(BZ) Italy
VAT 02512040219
C.U. M5UXCR1
Tel +39 0471 509 360
Fax +39 0471 509 361
Sales Company Germany
XAFER Deutschland GmbH
Rupert-Mayer-Straße 46,
81379 München
Germany
Tel +49 (0) 89 2555 75614
Sales Company Perù
XAFER Perù Sac
Chariarse 151 ofic. 1A
Miraflores - Lima
Perù
Tel +51 1 612 55 25
info@xafer.com

xafer.com

